Product Features
- Solid brass construction
- Includes installation box with plaster shield & flush insert
- Three function
- Includes service stops
- Cartridge included with trim kit to prevent loss or damage at the jobsite

Code Compliance
This unit meets or exceeds the following:
- ASME A112.18.1
- CSA B125.1
- Listed by IAPMO
- Approved for use in Massachusetts

Required Accessories
Requires ThermoBalance III trim kit – many styles available

Optional Accessories
- Thinwall adapter 06343000
- Extension kit (25 mm) 13593001

Installation Notes
- All three outlets must be plumbed – do not plug any outlet
- Do not use with diverter tub spout
- The plaster shield remains on the valve after installation

The measurements shown are for reference only.
Products and specifications shown are subject to change without notice.